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Abstract— Recent advances in policy gradient methods and
deep learning have demonstrated their applicability for complex
reinforcement learning problems. However, the variance of the
performance gradient estimates obtained from the simulation is
often excessive, leading to poor sample efficiency. In this paper,
we apply the stochastic variance reduced gradient descent
(SVRG) technique [1] to model-free policy gradient to signif-
icantly improve the sample efficiency. The SVRG estimation
is incorporated into a trust-region Newton conjugate gradient
framework [2] for the policy optimization. On several Mujoco
tasks, our method achieves significantly better performance
compared to the state-of-the-art model-free policy gradient
methods in robotic continuous control such as trust region
policy optimization (TRPO) [3].
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, policy gradient methods [3]–[6] have achieved
significant successes in challenging deep reinforcement
learning problems. Compared with value function based
methods such as deep Q-learning [7], policy gradient meth-
ods directly optimize the density function to maximize the
expected return, and works efficiently for large or continuous
action spaces.
Typical policy gradient (PG) is on-policy in that they only
make use of samples drawn from the current policy to update
the policy parameters. In addition, the variance of gradient
estimation in PG is often large, leading to poor or unstable
convergence. This makes PG methods less sample efficient
than Q-learning which are off-policy that can leverage all
the samples from the whole history. This is a significant
disadvantage given that drawing samples in model-free RL
settings is often expensive, requiring to run the simulator
repeatedly.
Trust region policy optimization (TRPO [3]) is one of the
state-of-the-art PG methods that regularize the optimization
using trust region techniques, and can achieve robust per-
formance on a wide variety of challenging tasks. In this
work, we propose to further improve the sample efficiency
of TRPO by leveraging the stochastic variance reduced gra-
dient descent (SVRG) technique [1] to improve the sample
efficiency of the trust region updates. Our empirical results
in Mujoco tasks show that SVRG technique significantly
improves the efficiency of the algorithm, and our proposed
practical method can achieve significantly better performance
on some challenging tasks compared to TRPO. For the
running results, please check the videos 1.
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II. BACKGROUND
A. Reinforcement Learning
Consider an agent operating in an uncertain environment.
At each time step t, the agent takes an action at based
on its observation of the environment state st, subsequently
observes a new state st+1, and receives a scalar reward rt.
The goal of reinforcement learning is to find an optimal
policy pi(at|st), for choosing action at given an observation
st, following a distribution of at conditional on st, to
maximize the expected return:
L(pi) = Epi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtrt(st, at)
]
, (1)
where γ ∈ (0, 1) is a discount factor, and Epi does the
expectation under the policy pi(at|st) and the (unknown)
stochastic environmental dynamics. For notational simplic-
ity, we provide definitions of three commonly used value
functions as following.
Given a policy pi, the state value function is defined as the
expected return from state st according to the policy pi in
the environment:
V pi(st) = Eat,st+1,...
[ ∞∑
t′=t
γt
′−trt′(st′ , at′)
]
.
The state-action function (i.e., the Q function) is defined as
the expected return when taking action at from state st:
Qpi(st, at) = Est+1,at+1...
[ ∞∑
t′=t
γt
′−trt′(st′ , at′)
]
.
The advantage function is defined as the state-action function
subtracted by the state value function,
Api(st, at) = Q
pi(st, at)− V pi(st).
It is worth noting that the advantage function measures the
relative advantage value of action at compared with the
average return when following the policy pi from state st.
When the cardinality of the set of all states and actions is
small, policies can be readily parameterized as conditional
probability tables (CPTs). However, for most real-world
tasks, such as video games and robotic manipulation, it will
be intractable to fully parameterized policies using CPTs.
Functional approximations, such as neural-network, have
been shown applicable on various applications. For example,
Gaussian MLP is used in robotics control tasks such as
Mujoco [8].
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B. Policy Gradient Methods
Policy gradient methods have been proposed to optimize
a parameterized policy pi with respect to the return L(pi) via
gradient descent.
Assume w is the parameter of a policy piw(at|st). For sim-
plicity, we use L(w) and L(piw) interchangeably. According
to the policy gradient theorem [4], the gradient of the return
L(w) can be derived as following,
∇wL(w) = Epiw [
∞∑
t=0
∇w log pi(at|st)Qpi(st, at)]. (2)
Since Qpi is difficult to compute, in practice we draw M roll-
out trajectories τ i = {sit, ait, rit}Tt=1 from the current policy
piw, and estimate the gradient by
∇wL(w) ≈ 1
M
M∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
∇w log piw(ait|sit)Rit, (3)
where the future Rti =
∑T
t′=t γ
t′−trit′ is an unbiased estima-
tor of Qpi(ait, s
i
t). To reduce the variance of the gradient esti-
mation, we can subtract a state-dependent baseline function
from the future return without introducing any estimation
bias. For example, REINFORCE [5] replaces Rit with Rit−b
where b is a constant baseline, and advantageous actor critic
(A2C) uses Rit − Vˆ pi(sit), where Vˆ pi is an estimator of the
value function V pi .
C. Trust Region Policy Optimization
The efficiency and convergence of policy gradient can
be significantly improved by considering the information
geometry of the space of policy distributions. A notable
example is trust region policy optimization [3]. Instead of
simply performing gradient descent of policy parameter,
TRPO enforces a KL divergence constraint on a local metric
of policy distributions as opposed to the Euclidean metric
in parameter space. In particular, the parameter update in
TRPO can be formulated as a constrained optimization as
following.
w`+1 = arg max
w
U`(w) = Epi
w`
[ piw(a|s)
piw`(a|s)
Apiw` (s, a)
]
s.t. DKL(piw` , piw) ≤ δ
(4)
where U`(w) is a ”surrogate objective” that serves as a local
approximation to the expected return L(w). This surrogate
objective matches the exact objective when w = w`, i.e.,
U`(w) = L(w), ∇wU`(w) = ∇wL(w),
while providing an approximation of L(w) when w ≈ w`.
In Eq (4), the DKL is the expected KL divergence of states
observed with visitation probability induced by piw` , defined
as
DKL(piw` , piw) = Est∼piw`
[
DKL(piw`(·|st), piw(·|st))
]
,
and δ is a tunable parameter to upper bound the difference
between the consecutive policies to ensure locality of the
approximation and the stability of policy updates. With this
constraint, piw would be not too different from the previous
policy piw` . When δ approaches zero, TRPO is reduced to
the Natural Policy Gradient [6],
w`+1 ← w` + ηH−1(w`)∇wL(w`), (5)
where H(w`) is the Fisher information matrix of policy piw` ,
H(w`) = Ea,s∼pi
w`
[∇w` log piw`(a|s) · ∇w` log piw`(a|s)T ].
In practice, TRPO is implemented by approximately solving
(4) using natural gradient update (5), with a line search on the
step size η to meet the expected KL divergence constraint.
III. TRUST REGION STOCHASTIC VARIANCE REDUCTION
POLICY OPTIMIZATION
In practice, each iteration of TRPO rollouts a set of
samples {(st, at, rt)}Nt=1 according to the policy piw` , and
approximates the surrogate function with
Uˆ`(w) =
N∑
t=1
ρtAˆ
pi
w` (st, at) (6)
where ρt = piw(at|st)/piw`(at|st) denotes the density ratio
between piw and piw` , and Aˆpiw` (st, at) = Rt − Vˆ piw` (st) is
an estimation of the advantage function. So the gradient can
be computed by
∇Uˆ`(w) = 1
N
N∑
t=1
∇U t` (w), (7)
where each ∇wU t` (w) = ρt∇w log piw(at|st)Aˆpiw` (st, at) is
the gradient contributed by the t-th sample (st, at, rt).
A. Stochastic Variance Reduced Gradient
Stochastic variance reduced gradient (SVRG) is variant
of an accelerated stochastic gradient descent method that
achieves faster convergence using variance reduction by a
novel control variate [1]. Here we give a brief review on
SVRG in this section.
Assume we are interested in optimizing our objective
function Uˆ`(w) =
∑N
t=1 U
t
` (w)/N where N is large. Typical
stochastic gradient estimates the gradient by sub-sampling:
∇ˆUˆ`(w) = 1
m
∑
t∈I
∇U t` (w) (8)
where I ⊂ 1 : N is a mini-batch of size m. A choice of a
small batch size m improves the computation efficiency but
causes larger variance. SVRG allows more accurate estima-
tion of the gradient with small m. The idea is to maintain a
snapshot parameter w˜ that is close to the current parameter
w (i.e., let w˜ be the parameter in the past few iteration),
whose accurate gradient (i.e., ∇Uˆ`(w˜) =
∑N
t=1∇U t` (w˜)/N)
is pre-calculated, and use it as an anchor point for estimating
∇Uˆ`(w). Specifically, SVRG estimates ∇Uˆ`(w) by
∇ˆsvU`(w) = ∇Uˆ`(w˜) + 1
m
∑
t∈I
(∇U t` (w)−∇U t` (w˜)).
(9)
The key is that we use the mini-batch to estimate the
difference ∇U t` (w) − ∇U t` (w˜), which can be small when
w is close to w˜. Specifically, SVRG gives an unbiased
estimation of the exact gradient ∇Uˆ`(w), with variance
1
mvart∈I(∇U t` (w)−∇U t` (w˜)), which is small when w ≈ w˜.
In contrast, the naive stochastic gradient has a variance
1
mvart∈I(∇U t` (w)) which can be much larger.
B. Stochastic Variance Reduced Policy Optimization
In order to improve the efficiency of TRPO, we apply
SVRG to optimize the surrogate U`(w) in (4), with w` as
the anchor point. Our main algorithm, Stochastic Variance
Reduced Policy Optimization (SVRPO), is summarized in
Algorithm 1. Our algorithm is a double loop method, where
in the `-th outer loop we draw N transition samples by
performing the current anchor policy piw` , and construct
an approximate surrogate function Uˆ`(w) in Eq (6). In
the inner loop iterations, we optimize Uˆ`(w) using SVRG,
initializing from the anchor policy w`. Similar to TRPO, the
KL constraint D¯KL(piw` , piw) ≤ δ is addressed by proper
selection of the step size. In particular, we use back tracking
line search to tune the step size η by iteratively halving the
step size until the expected return utility function is improved
within maximum number of iterations, and further the initial
step size is upper-bounded by the policy distance δ under
the KL constraint [3].
For practical efficiency, we use a sub-sampled trust region
Newton conjugate gradient method with SVRG, similar to
[9]–[12], that is,
w`j+1 ← w`j + ηjHˆ−1(w`j)∇ˆsvUˆ`(w`j),
where w`j is the parameter at the j-th inner loop of the
` iteration, and Hˆ(w`j) is an approximation of the Fisher
information of piw`j , defined as the empirical covariance
matrix of ∇w` log piw`(a|s) based on a mini-batch (of size
Nν) of samples. In addition, we use conjugate gradient to
calculate the multiplication of matrix inversion and SVRG
gradient vector for computational efficiency.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compare our method to TRPO, the state-of-the-art pol-
icy optimization algorithm in various robotics control tasks
in Mujuco, and demonstrate the superiority of our proposed
stochastic variance reduction policy optimization method in
term of sample efficiency and performance. Furthermore,
we investigate the performance and convergence acceleration
effects by variance reduction and Fisher information.
A. Comparison with TRPO in Mujoco Tasks
TRPO has been a strong baseline and has been shown
to perform robustly on a wide variety of tasks, especially
in Mujoco robotics controls [13]. We find that our method
significantly improves the sample efficiency and achieves
significantly better performance in many tasks such as Swim-
mer, Walker, Ant and Hopper, and gets similar return in the
remaining tasks.
TRPO and SVRPO
Num steps per Iter. 50,000
Discount(λ) 0.995
Horizon 1,000
Step Size(δ) 0.01
TABLE I: Parameter settings for TRPO and SVRPO
a) Experimental Settings: All the experiments are do-
ing in OpenAI rllab development toolkit [13]. For a fair
comparison, we set the common hyper-parameters of TRPO
and SVRPO to be the same according to the continuous
control benchmark [13]; see Table I. We use a Gaussian
Policy with a diagonal covariance matrix, whose mean
is parameterized by a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with
tanh activation function. For Ant and Humanoid, we use a
Gaussian MLP with three hidden layers of size (64,64,64)
in the policy networks; for the other tasks, we use two
hidden layers of size (64,64). To trade-off the accuracy and
computations of estimation of Fisher information matrix, we
set the subsample ratio ν = 10%. We search the parameter J
(the number of inner loop iterations) in the range of [10, 100]
along with different mini-batch sizes m tuned as either 1000
or 5000 for most tasks. A large value of m would introduce
more computational cost, while smaller m may not scan
all the samples in one pass to get enough information. A
useful intuition is to set mJ ≈ N or mJ ≈ 2N , so that we
effectively go through one or two passes of the trajectory
set.
b) Performance and Sample Efficiency: Fig.1 plots the
learning curves of SVRPO and TRPO for various Mujoco
tasks. Since each iteration of SVRPO and TRPO use the
same number of samples, the x-axes are also proportional to
the number of samples we use in each algorithm. We can
see that for Swimmer (1a), SVRPO converges much faster
and achieves much higher return than TRPO, taking only
≤ 40% samples to achieve similar performance as the final
results of TRPO. Similarly, for Hopper (1c), less than 200
iterations of SVRPO can achieve similar results as that of
TRPO in 500 iterations, and SVRPO achieves much higher
final return than TRPO. For Walker (1b), our SVRPO only
needs ≤ 40% of samples of TRPO to have the similar return,
and achieves significant better performance with return as
high as about 4000 compared to TRPO’s about 2900. In
Ant (1e), our SVRPO also achieves sample efficiency and
significant better return at about 3000 compared to TRPO’s
about 2200 for 1000 iterations. For Humanoid (1f), SVRPO
is able to achieve similar or slightly better return in 1000
iterations. In Half-Cheetah (1d), our SVRPO has similar final
return as TRPO in 1000 iterations.
c) Implicit Exploration with parameter noise: SVRPO
adopts sub-sampled Fisher information matrix and estimate
the variance reduction policy gradient with mini-batch; these
design choices introduce small, controlled noise which ran-
domly moves smoothly around the promising regions in the
parameter space, without introducing large and wild jumps,
this provides an implicit and ’safe’ exploration mechanism.
This exploration is beneficial to sample efficiency as it en-
Algorithm 1 Trust Region Stochastic Variance Reduction for Policy Optimization
1: procedure STOCHASTIC VARIANCE REDUCTION POLICY OPTIMIZATION(N , L, J , m, ν)
2: Inputs:
3: N : number of transitions (st, at, rt, st+1) in each iteration
4: L: number of outer loop iterations (epochs)
5: J : maximum number of mini-batches
6: m: mini-batch size
7: ν: sub-sampling ratio for Fisher information matrix
8: Initialization:
9: Initialize w˜0 randomly
10: for ` = 1 to L do . each epoch
11: Generate N transitions by executing the current policy piw˜` . Calculate the baseline gradient:
12: g˜` = 1N
∑N
t=1∇U t` (w˜`).
13: Initialize the inner loop: w`0 = w˜
`.
14: for j = 1 to J do . mini-batch
15: Draw a mini-batch Ij (with size m) uniformly random from 1 : N
16: Calculate the SVRG estimation gˆ(w):
∇ˆsvU`(w) = g˜` + 1
m
∑
t∈Ij
(∇U t` (w)−∇U t` (w˜`)). (10)
17: Update policy parameter with mini-batch Ij :
18:
w`j+1 ← w`j + ηjHˆ−1(w`j)∇ˆsvU`(w`j). (11)
19: where Fisher information matrix Hˆ(w`j) is estimated with Nν samples. We use conjugate gradient to compute
Hˆ−1(w`j)gˆ(w
`
j), and use backtracking line search to calculate step size ηj .
20: w˜`+1 ← w`J . update policy
21: Output: w ← w˜L
(a) Swimmer. (b) Walker (c) Hopper
(d) Half-Cheetah (e) Ant (f) Humanoid
Fig. 1: Performance Comparison of SVRPO and TRPO for six Mujoco Control Tasks.
courage to learn fast within a wider range of parameter space
especially in the early stage when the network parameters
are not well fine-trained. With wider range of parameters to
consider, it will end up with high probability to find a better
parameter region for the policy to be optimal. For example,
as Hopper (1c) has more exploration with injected noise, our
SVRPO learns much faster in the early stage with only about
30% samples to achieve the similar return as TRPO. We also
have similar observations for control tasks such as Swimmer,
Walker, etc.
B. Understanding SVRPO
We take investigation on our SVRPO algorithm in term
of the performance improvement from control variates for
the variance reduction and convergence acceleration impacts
from sub-sampled Fisher information matrix. Here, all the
experimental settings are the same as subsection (IV-A).
In Fig.(2), it is clear that stochastic variance reduction
gradient (Eq.9) is the major weapon to achieve our significant
better results than TRPO. Here, SGD denotes the algorithm
that we replace with the policy gradient (Eq.8) instead of
SVRG estimation (Eq.9). It could be regarded as a stronger
version of REINFORCE with additional line search. For a
clear illustration, the update of SVRG in SVRPO is,
w ← w + ηH−1∇ˆsvU(w)
and SGD in SVRPO is,
w ← w + η∇ˆU(w)
We also compare SVRPO (SVRG and SGD) with TRPO,
w ← w + ηH−1∇ˆU(w)
As the estimation of policy gradients introduce very high
variance due to long horizon, mini-batch estimation noise,
unknown environment dynamics and so on, it is necessary
to reduce the variance for the gradient estimation to achieve
better policies. As you can see for Swimmer(Fig.2a) with
vanilla policy gradient (SGD), it stuck in bad local policies
and difficult to improve the policies due to high variance
inaccurate estimation. Small controlled noise might be ben-
eficial to exploration in the parameter space, however highly
wild variance would eventually hurt the performance due
to inaccurate noisy estimation as illustrate in both Swim-
mer(Fig.2a) and Walker(Fig.2b).
Another major weapon is the Fisher information matrix
first introduced in natural gradient and then successfully
adopted in TRPO. Curvature information is very helpful
to accelerate the convergence rates as illustrated in Fig.(3).
Without adopting Fishing information (with I replacing H in
Eq.(11)), the performance gets stuck in very bad policies and
it is difficult for the agent to move forward and eventually
needs much more number of samples (iterations) to achieve
convergence as showed in Fig.(3a) and Fig.(3b) for Swimmer
and Walker.
Consequently, our SVRPO combines both variance re-
duction technique and Fisher information matrix to further
achieve significant better returns with sample efficiency for
many Mujoco tasks such as Swimmer, Walker, etc.
V. RELATED WORK
In reinforcement learning [14], policy search (or policy
optimization) is to find the optimal policy parameterized with
linear function approximation or highly non-linear functions
such as neural networks. It has wide applications in robotic
learning [15], [16] with continuous action space and high-
dimensional state space, for example from robotics locomo-
tion [17]–[19] to manipulation [20], [21], and robust policy
search for safe vehicle navigation [22], model based policy
search for robot control [23], [24], multi-robot coordination
policy search [25] and so on. Our work is also inspired by
the stochastic variance reduction for policy evaluation [26].
Optimization methods [2], [27], [28] play a key role in the
policy search, especially for nonlinear policies in continuous
high-dimensional parameter space. For example, the well-
known REINFORCE [5] is simply a (stochastic) gradient
descent method. To accelerate the convergence rates, Fisher
information is adopted in Natural Gradient [6], [29] and
TRPO [3]. Stochastic Variance Reduction [1] is proposed
under the mechanics of control variates [30] to accelerate
the convergence of SGD by dramatic variance reduction.
Recently, second order statistics and stochastic curvature
information are adopted [9], [10], [31], [32] to improve
the convergence while achieving the good trade-off between
computations and accuracy for the large-scale machine learn-
ing problems. The stochastic and approximated curvature
information is also useful to further accelerate the variance
reduction methods [11], [12].
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Unbounded and high variance in policy gradient estimation
is a major concern and often lead to poor performance in
the model-free reinforcement learning settings. In this paper,
we developed a trust region stochastic variance reduction
method for policy gradient estimation to optimize the policies
with application to robotic continuous control problems. We
applied the variance reduced policy gradient estimation with
a control variate into a trust region Newton-CG optimization
framework. Our method also introduces small controlled
noise from stochastic mini-batch estimation to encourage
exploration in the parameter space. Furthermore, multiple
mini-batch updates are able to make more efficient usage
of the information in the trajectories and thus introduces
possible benefits to obtain better sample efficiency. Sys-
tematic experiments show that our SVRPO achieves better
performance with improved sample efficiency in Mujoco
tasks such as Swimmer, Walker, Hopper and Ant compared
to TRPO.
For the future work, our stochastic variance reduction
method opens door for the further development of scalable
and highly efficient methods beyond the stochastic gradient
descent for policy optimization. As a stochastic mini-batch
(a) Swimmer. (b) Walker
Fig. 2: Performance Advantage of Variance Reduction Policy Gradient (SVRG vs SGD in our SVRPO) with baseline TRPO
for Swimmer and Walker.
(a) Swimmer. (b) Walker.
Fig. 3: Fisher information matrix’s accelerated convergence rates on our SVRPO with baseline TRPO for Swimmer and
Walker.
algorithm, our SVRPO is able to adopt to large-scale re-
inforcement learning and robotics problems with very long
horizons and large number of samples. The sub-sampled
estimation of the Fisher information matrix is able to further
trade-off the computations and accuracy, which is especially
useful in large-scale problems. Secondly, it is also promising
to extend our work into robotic learning problems from large
state space such as virtual observations to complex control
policies similar to [21].
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